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INTRODUCTION

Since the 1980s, the FBI has issued documents referred to as National Security Letters (NSLs), which demand data from companies—including financial institution records and the customer records of telephone companies and communications service providers—for foreign intelligence investigations. The use of the letters increased dramatically after the attacks of September 11, 2001 and the USA PATRIOT Act’s expansion of the FBI’s statutory NSL authority. But these letters were rarely publicized or publicly challenged, as they often included gag orders that required recipients not to reveal the contents of the letter, or even its existence. After the leak of classified information by Edward

2. Id. at 3.
4. 18 U.S.C. § 2709(c)(1) (2012) (“If the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation . . . certifies that otherwise there may result a danger to the national security of the United States . . . no wire or electronic communications service provider, or officer, employee, or agent thereof, shall disclose to any person . . . that the Federal Bureau of Investigation has sought or obtained access to information or records under this section.”); see also Dave Maass, Unsealed Filing Shows DOJ Misled Appeals Court About National Security Letter Gag Orders, ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUND. (Nov. 13, 2014), https://www.eff.org/deeplinks /2014/11/unsealed-filing-shows-doj-misled-appeals-court-about-national-security-letter-gag [http://perma.cc/LQW7-QS3M].
Snowden in 2013, however, numerous corporations were criticized for turning over user data to the government.\(^5\) Communications service providers suddenly became more vocal about challenging the gag orders that accompany NSLs. This Essay summarizes the legal challenges to NSL gags currently underway in the courts and recommends that future debate regarding these issues shift focus to extrajudicial measures that communications service providers are adopting unilaterally to cabin the scope of the government’s NSL gag authority. The Essay argues that these extrajudicial measures reframe the legal issues that NSLs raise and could make ongoing legal challenges to NSL gags obsolete before courts have a chance to decide them.

On October 8, 2014, the Ninth Circuit heard oral argument in In re NSL, a First Amendment challenge to NSL gags.\(^6\) Just the day before, Twitter filed suit to affirm its right to publish a “warrant canary,” a technique whereby cheeky corporations notify customers indirectly regarding a covert surveillance order.\(^7\) Warrant canaries are regularly published statements that document the absence of an NSL (or other secret surveillance order).\(^8\) If the company receives an NSL with a gag, it kills the canary. From silence, audiences may infer receipt. While the legal battles continue, some companies have begun to adopt canaries and other self-help measures to test the constraints of their gags—without awaiting court approval. This Essay examines these self-help practices.

Part I provides a brief historical overview of the statutory authority by which the FBI issues NSLs. Part II discusses the doctrinal wrangling over the legality of NSL gags. Parts III and IV describe two recent self-help trends: first, technology companies have negotiated with the government for the right to publish transparency reports that document their relationship to government surveillance. Second, companies have begun to issue warrant canaries to alert users to covert government demands for data.

---


Both transparency reports and warrant canaries challenge one of the government’s recurring claims in defense of its current NSL authority: that the class of would-be speakers whom NSL gags suppress is small. These self-help measures expose a large set of prospective speakers who want to speak, but who are silenced by NSL gags and might seek to dispute the gags in court. A large class of challengers could overwhelm the government’s current procedure for issuing the gags. Warrant canaries also raise the further issue of how to determine which NSL recipients already are speaking when NSL gags interrupt them. Canaries thus challenge government assertions that NSL gags merely silence speech about information the government itself has provided.

In addition, warrant canaries raise a novel legal issue: can the government compel a lie? Imagine that the FBI wants to serve a canary-publishing company with an NSL. To maintain secrecy, the government might try to force the company to keep its canary alive. At this point, publishing the canary would mean publishing the now false statement that no NSL had yet been received—in short, lying. Part IV concludes that under certain circumstances, First Amendment challenges to a compelled false canary could limit otherwise permissible NSL gags.

Finally, Part V predicts that companies increasingly will design canary-like alerts embedded into technology to notify users when their data suffers a security breach. I call this post-Snowden emergent phenomenon “disclosure by design.” Automated account activity notices are one step in this direction. For instance, Facebook login notices and Gmail account activity disclosures purport to inform users automatically if someone accesses their information. A similar technique might apply to back-end account access by law enforcement. Relatedly, Apple has marketed the iPhone 6 as having an encryption system with the potential to hamper U.S. government surveillance requests. If Apple’s claim were suddenly withdrawn, users could perhaps deduce that the government

---


10. Id. at 879.


had forced Apple to breach its own security. As with a dead canary, users might infer that Apple had received a covert surveillance order.

While transparency reports challenge government claims about who wants to speak, and canaries challenge government claims about who already is speaking, disclosure by design establishes who will speak in the future. Designers speak today about what they want their system to say tomorrow. As a result, to create an effective NSL gag, the government would have to halt a system’s design ex ante, again calling into question whether the gag prevents only speech about information that the government has provided. In addition, communications service providers may be more likely to adopt widespread privacy-protective infrastructure than to publish detailed, granular transparency reports or canaries. Thus, disclosure by design may not only reveal, but also help to produce, a larger class of would-be speakers whom NSL gags suppress.

This Essay neither advocates nor decries disclosure by design. It simply predicts that this emergent technological phenomenon could potentially circumvent NSL gag authority. For those seeking to maintain or enhance NSL nondisclosure requirements, acknowledging the possibility of disclosure by design as a circumvention method generates the possibility to regulate it and thereby to enhance enforcement. For those who seek to narrow or eliminate NSL nondisclosure provisions, considering the possibility of disclosure by design creates an opportunity to thwart individual gags and shift the burden to initiate judicial review from the gag recipient to the government. Widespread adoption could raise the cost and political consequence of NSL gag enforcement.

I. PAST AND PRESENT: NSL STATUTORY AUTHORITIES

NSLs are administrative subpoenas that permit the FBI to demand information from phone companies, Internet service providers, financial service providers, and others.\textsuperscript{13} Five federal statutes authorize federal intelligence investigations to deploy NSLs.\textsuperscript{14} NSL authority is limited in scope to certain categories of information. For instance, 18 U.S.C. § 2709 permits the FBI to obtain the email addresses and telephone numbers associated with communications, but not the content of email or telephone messages.\textsuperscript{15} NSL authority also allows the FBI to prevent NSL recipients from disclosing both the contents of an NSL they receive and the mere fact that an NSL exists.\textsuperscript{16}

\textsuperscript{13} See Doyle, supra note 1, at 1-2.
\textsuperscript{14} Id. (summarizing the five statutes authorizing NSLs). The issues in this Essay primarily concern 18 U.S.C. § 2709 (2012).
\textsuperscript{15} See 18 U.S.C. § 2709(b) (2012).
\textsuperscript{16} Id. § 2709(c).
This ban on disclosure has come to be known as a “gag.” The NSL process takes place without prior judicial oversight.17

The USA PATRIOT ACT expanded FBI authority under four preexisting statutes and added a fifth.18 After two lower federal courts found NSL gag orders to be constitutionally suspect under the First Amendment,19 Congress reauthorized and amended the NSL nondisclosure provisions in the USA PATRIOT Improvement and Reauthorization Act of 2005 to provide for ex post judicial review.20

Congress also strengthened its oversight of NSL authority in 2005, and this led to a series of Department of Justice Inspector General Reports. These reports found that the FBI had increased exponentially the quantity of NSLs issued since 2000 and the use of NSLs to investigate U.S. persons.21 Even more alarming, the reports exposed FBI abuses of its authority, including issuing NSLs in violation of statutory requirements, Attorney General guidelines, and its own internal policies.22

Likewise, the executive branch has expressed concern over the checks and balances for the FBI’s NSL authorities. In December 2013, the President’s Surveillance Review Group proposed to mandate prior judicial approval for all NSLs.23 Critics called the proposal a radical intervention that effectively would kill NSL authority.24 The FBI issued over 15,000 NSLs seeking information on U.S. persons in 2012 alone.25 Imposing the burden of government-initiated prior judicial review for each NSL could be paralyzing. The USA FREEDOM Act, which passed the House of Representatives last May26 but was defeated in

17. DOYLE, supra note 1, at Summary.
18. Id. at 2.
19. Id. at 4.
20. Id. at 3.
21. Id.
22. Id. at Summary (quoting the Department of Justice’s Inspector General).
the Senate by two votes on November 18, 2014, proposed alternative reforms. It would have added a sunset date to NSL statutes, limited the types of records that NSLs could reach, and codified a procedure that recipients may use to initiate judicial review. Challenges to the government’s NSL authority are therefore not new.

II. DOCTRINAL WRANGLING: NSLS, PRIOR RESTRAINTS, AND THE MUKASEY PROCEDURE

Judges, lawyers, and legal scholars have questioned whether NSL gag orders are prior restraints, and if so what kind of prior restraints they are and which judicial test should apply to determine their constitutionality. Prior restraints are laws or regulations that require the government to approve speech before it happens. Compared with ex post regulation, prior restraints pose a higher risk of wrongly prohibiting constitutionally protected speech because the barriers to censorship are reduced. For ex post regulation, the government must bring a successful criminal prosecution, with the attendant procedural safeguards, before it can sanction speech. The same procedural safeguards do not apply for prior restraints.

As a result, the Supreme Court held in the Pentagon Papers case that prior restraints are presumptively unconstitutional; in Nebraska Press Association v. Stuart that prior restraints are “the most serious and the least tolerable infringement on First Amendment rights,” and unacceptable if any plausible alternatives exist to further the government's interests; and in Freedman v. Maryland that prior restraints directed at obscene films are constitutional only if the government obtains prompt judicial review of speech prohibitions, carried.

31. Id.
ries its burden of proof, and lifts the prohibition at the earliest possible moment once its compelling interest has been satisfied.\footnote{Freedman v. Maryland, 380 U.S. 51, 58-59 (1965).} Even the more lenient Freedman standards mandate that “only a procedure requiring a judicial determination suffices to impose a valid final restraint.”\footnote{Id. at 58.}

Whether the test of Pentagon Papers, Nebraska Press, or Freedman should apply to NSL gags is disputed.\footnote{See, e.g., Brief of Amici Curiae Floyd Abrams Institute, supra note 29, at 25-28 (arguing that the more stringent tests in Pentagon Papers or Nebraska Press should apply); Balkin, supra note 29, at 234-35 (2014) (explaining that the Second Circuit applied the Freedman standard in one NSL case).} But several judicial opinions have identified NSLs as prior restraints and sought to limit NSL authority. In March of 2013, District Judge Susan Illston ruled that NSL gags violate the First Amendment because they both are substantially overbroad and constitute prior restraints that fail to satisfy even the minimum Freedman procedural protections.\footnote{In re Nat’l Sec. Letter, 930 F. Supp. 2d 1064 (N.D. Cal. 2013).} Judge Illston’s ruling followed the Second Circuit’s similar holding in John Doe, Inc. v. Mukasey in 2008.\footnote{549 F.3d 861 (2d Cir. 2008).} In Mukasey, the court declared an NSL gag to be an unconstitutional prior restraint as applied, although it ultimately upheld the NSL nondisclosure statute under the Freedman test by reading it to provide a procedure for recipients to challenge their gag orders in court.\footnote{Id. at 876-81.} In the pending case of In re NSL, the Ninth Circuit is reviewing Judge Illston’s decision and considering the adequacy of the Mukasey solution.\footnote{See, e.g., Oral Argument at 12:40, Under Seal v. Holder, Nos. 13-15957, 13-16731 (9th Cir. Oct. 8, 2014), http://www.ca9.uscourts.gov/media/view.php?pk_id=0000013407 [http://perma.cc/F8GE-5ZZU] (“I don’t know that the Second Circuit really addressed it, but why is it that the petitioner is going to be quote-unquote ‘gagged’ for as long as the government so desires, and the only way the order ever comes up is if the petitioner does something about it and then the petitioner is, is um-prohibited from attacking it for a year?”).}

## III. Transparency Reports and NSL Recipients Who Want to Speak

Even beyond legal challenges to NSL gags, technology companies increasingly are taking the campaign against NSLs into their own hands. As one self-help measure, companies have begun to publish transparency reports that document their relationship to government surveillance. This Part examines the possible legal consequences of these actions for the government’s NSL gag authority. It finds that transparency reports complicate the crucial, if under-theorized, issue of how to determine the number of speakers whom NSL gags...
suppress. The reports might therefore undermine courts’ confidence in the current procedure for issuing NSL gags and encourage judges to start identifying the gags as classic prior restraints and impermissibly overbroad.

A. An Introduction to Transparency Reports

Some technology companies have negotiated with the government for permission to disclose general information about the number of NSLs they receive and the accounts affected. The result has been a series of reports in which companies showcase their commitments to transparency for the privacy-conscious market. As a policy benefit, these reports help to inform public debate about government surveillance.

In 2013, Google published a transparency report detailing receipt of fewer than 1000 NSLs for each six-month period beginning with January 2009. Microsoft, Facebook, Apple, LinkedIn, and others followed. In January 2014, the government agreed to permit companies to publish the aggregate number of NSLs received over a prior six-month period, as long as those NSLs targeted data from a platform, product, or service at least two years old. The companies may publish the aggregate numbers of NSLs either in bands of 0-999 or combined with other national security surveillance orders in bands of 0-249. To some, these limited forms of permissible disclosure are still not enough.

Older companies are subject to time and bulk restrictions on disclosure that en-
sure vagueness. In a constitutionally suspect speaker-based distinction, younger companies and those who provide new-capability services lack permission to disclose at all.

B. Transparency Reports and the Number of Speakers Whom NSL Gags Suppress

Despite the dissatisfaction of some, transparency reports complicate certain government assertions about NSL gags. The reports suggest that the class of speakers whom the gags suppress is larger than the government claims. This issue carries both practical and legal consequences because the scale of the suppressed speaker class affects the government’s current process for issuing gag orders. Following Mukasey, the FBI now uses a “reciprocal notice procedure,” by which NSL recipients may notify the government if they wish to challenge a gag order in court. The government then initiates judicial review. And as the Second Circuit ruled in Mukasey, NSL gags are unconstitutional unless the government follows this procedure.

For the Mukasey solution to work, the class of would-be-speakers who seek to challenge their gag orders must be small. Were a large portion of the telecommunications industry to change its security practices and decide to resist

48. Letter from James M. Cole, supra note 41, at 3 (“[T]here will be a delay of two years for data relating to the first order that is served on a company for a platform, product, or service . . . for which the company has not previously received such an order . . . For example, a report published on July 1, 2015, will not reflect data relating to any [new type of order] received during the period ending December 31, 2014. Such data will be reflected in a report published on January 1, 2017.”).

49. See Kimberly Weisul, Surveillance Settlement: Big Companies Throw Small Ones Under the Bus, INC.COM, http://www.inc.com/kimberly-weisul/big-companies-throw-small-ones-under-the-bus-in-surveillance-settlement.html. Kurt Opsahl raised the issue of this speaker-based distinction in oral argument in the Under Seal v. Holder appeal. Oral Argument, supra note 40, at 30:39 (“[The government has] de facto created a license for some providers to be able to talk, other providers to not be able to talk.”).

50. Oral Argument, supra note 40, at 27:58 (“Mr. Letter has said that service providers don’t want to speak out. And I think that this has not actually been borne out. More and more service providers are issuing transparency reports where they are providing aggregate numbers of the types of legal processes that they receive.”). Note that on other fronts, the reports could either strengthen the justification for gag orders by showing them to be narrowly tailored or weaken the justification by undermining the government’s assertion of a compelling interest in secrecy. Id. at 28:38 (“[Do the reports] show that secrecy is not necessary as the government argued, or does it show that in fact it’s fairly narrow because you are able to speak in general about the receipt of these NSLs?”).


53. Id.

54. Id. at 885.
Disclosure prohibitions, the solution would become untenable. Widespread adoption of the procedure would overwhelm the courts and inhibit the current scale of NSL usage. According to the government’s own estimate, the FBI “would not be able to function” if it had to review a large percentage of the NSLs it issues.55

Perhaps for this reason, the government consistently has emphasized in briefs and oral arguments that the class of speakers whom NSL gags suppress is miniscule,56 despite the thousands of gags issued each year.57 Government counsel claimed during oral argument in the Ninth Circuit in October 2014, “overwhelmingly the recipients do not wish to speak in the way that is involved here. They have not said, no, no, no, we want to constantly say we got this NSL, we got this NSL then we got another one. That’s not what they—they’ve said they want.”58 Similarly, the government argued in the district court that “only a handful of recipients have provided the Government with notice that they intend to challenge the nondisclosure requirement,”59 and previously in the Second Circuit that “there is no reason to believe that most recipients of NSLs wish to disclose that fact to anyone.”60

Transparency reports cast doubt on the government’s assertions and raise the question of how to measure the number of NSL gag recipients who wish to speak. In the government’s view, the Mukasey process itself serves as a measurement tool. Accordingly, a reciprocal notice procedure that runs smoothly can show that the number of gag recipients who wish to speak is small. A reciprocal notice procedure overwhelmed to the point of dysfunction would show the opposite.

Yet the Mukasey process may be a poorly calibrated meter. It assumes that a system that runs smoothly also serves NSL recipients adequately. This could be wrong. The reciprocal notice procedure itself might produce inertia, intimidation, and costs that deter some would-be-speakers from disputing their gags. Since the default presumption under reciprocal notice is no judicial review, recipients must self-nominate to challenge the government. A lack of resources to

---

55. Oral Argument, supra note 40, at 20:34 (“The Bureau would not be able to function if it had to look at every single NSL issued over the years, thousands and thousands of them, every year, and it had to look at every single one and determine whether confidentiality still had to stay.”).
56. See, e.g., Brief for Defendants-Appellants at 39, Doc, 549 F.3d at 874 (No. 07-4943-cv).
57. In 2013, the White House reported that the FBI issued approximately sixty NSLs each day on average. President’s Review Grp. on Intelligence & Comme’ns Techs., Liberty and Security in a Changing World, WHITE HOUSE (Dec. 12, 2013), http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/2013-12-12_rg_final_report.pdf [http://perma.cc/W5PE-MLCU].
60. Doc, 549 F.3d at 879 (quoting Appellants’ Brief at 33).
hire an attorney—or fear of reprisal—could stop some from taking this step, especially given that the gags themselves prevent a safety-in-numbers association. Anyone who considers initiating a challenge will be unable to find like-minded NSL recipients and could wrongly imagine that he or she is alone in his or her views, or might feel vulnerable identifying himself or herself to the government, and will be unable to seek support from family, friends, or the public. In this case, the Mukasey measure would generate artificially low readings of the number of suppressed speakers. This measure would count only those with the initiative and courage to deploy reciprocal notice and ignore those who wish to speak but not to volunteer to hold the government accountable in court.

Transparency reports offer an alternate metric. The volume of transparency reports suggests the government may be underestimating. Critically, the reports need not yield substantially more precise results than the Mukasey measure in order to challenge the government’s current arguments in favor of its NSL gag authority. The mere existence of an alternate and divergent metric creates ambiguity concerning the government’s claims.

C. Legal Implications of the Transparency Report Measure

That the number of would-be-speakers suppressed by NSL gags may be greater than the government argues reframes the legal issues that NSLs raise. To be sure, the idea that protection from government censorship might turn on the number of speakers who wish to communicate is anathema to First Amendment principles and doctrine. But if it becomes clear that NSL gags stifle a large class of speakers, this could alter legal outcomes in other ways.

The possibility of a large, if previously unrecognized, class of NSL recipients who wish to speak could cause courts to lose confidence in the long-term viability of the reciprocal notice procedure. They might require its modification or revert to the Second Circuit’s initial finding that, absent the reciprocal notice procedure, NSL gag orders are unconstitutional. Moreover, courts might reconsider past findings that NSL gag orders are not “typical prior restraint[s].” The Second Circuit held that the NSL non-disclosure requirement is “not a typical example of [a prior restraint] for it is

63. Doe, 549 F.3d at 883-85.
64. Id. at 877.
not a restraint imposed on those who customarily wish to exercise rights of free expression.” More recently, Judge Illston ruled that NSL gags “may not be a ‘classic prior restraint.’” A flood of transparency reports could sway courts to identify NSL gags as prior restraints that trigger full Freedman or Nebraska Press protections and the Pentagon Papers presumption of unconstitutionality.

Finally, the prospect of a substantial class of gagged would-be-speakers might nudge courts towards finding unconstitutional overbreadth. Judge Illston held that because NSL gags ban speech about both the content of an NSL and the mere fact of its receipt, even in situations in which blocking only the former would adequately serve the government’s national security interest, the gags are “impermissibly overbroad and not narrowly tailored.” The Ninth Circuit panel currently considering her decision may be more sympathetic to her finding in a world of mushrooming transparency reports.

IV. WARRANT CANARIES AND NSL RECIPIENTS WHO ARE SPEAKING CONSTANTLY

In another move to take control, Google, Apple, rsync.net, Rise Up, CloudFlare, and other technology companies have adopted a clever strategy to test the potency of NSL gags—warrant canaries. A warrant canary is a regularly published statement that the speaker has not received an NSL or other secret surveillance order. If the canary disappears, observers may infer that the government has delivered an order. To prevent this from happening, the government might attempt to force a canary-publishing NSL recipient to keep issuing a false canary, or to lie.

65. Id. at 876.
67. Cf. id. (following a finding that NSL gags are not classic prior restraints with a holding that they do “not need to satisfy the extraordinarily rigorous Pentagon Papers test”).
68. Id. at 1076.
71. Opsahl, supra note 8.
72. See, e.g., Kaufman, supra note 7.
This section explores the potential impact of warrant canary adoption. It finds that canaries rebut the government’s consistent assertion that NSL gags merely stifle speech about information the government itself has provided. Canaries create a system of constant speech, which NSL gags must then interrupt. The interruption silences an expression that pre-existed government involvement. Canaries also raise the intriguing question of whether the government can compel a lie consistent with the First Amendment. Compelled false canaries should trigger strict scrutiny review. As a result, canaries could either limit otherwise permissible NSL gags or become a moot issue, depending on whether or not courts begin to identify the gags as traditional prior restraints.

A. An Introduction to Warrant Canaries

On September 18, 2014, Apple stopped publishing a statement that previously it had issued regularly. The statement announced that the company had received no surveillance orders under Section 215 of the USA Patriot Act. Attentive observers theorized that Apple could have received a Section 215 order. While this specific dead canary was probably a false alarm caused by a change in Apple’s reporting format, the uproar it generated shows that dead canaries can transmit information to observers.

Companies may publish canaries to provide as much information to the public as legally permissible; to express a commitment to privacy and transparency in clear and regular form; or to inspire public debate through protest. Canaries grant transparency mechanisms to young companies and new capability service providers, which were excluded from the government-approved bulk disclosure agreement. From a public policy perspective, canaries may offer evidence to verify or challenge government statements about the extent of government surveillance practices.

---

73. See Whittaker, supra note 70.
76. In this particular instance, the disappearance of Apple’s canary caused significant confusion, as some observers theorized that Apple had merely updated the format of its transparency report and that the change in format did not signal receipt of a Section 215 order. See @csoghoian, TWITTER (Sept. 18, 2014, 10:53 AM), https://twitter.com/csoghoian/status/41266081268240432 [http://perma.cc/DN9R-NDAG].
77. Letter from James M. Cole, supra note 41, at 3.
Additionally, canaries offer all companies the capacity to deliver more specific, granular, or targeted information than the current government disclosure guidelines permit. For instance, canaries can reveal the jump from zero surveillance orders to at least one surveillance order. This may be particularly informative for parties that are contractually responsible for the security of privileged information, such as doctors or lawyers. Canaries could also inform audiences of compliance with a surveillance order separately from notice of its receipt.

B. Canaries and the Continuity of Speech That NSL Gags Stifle

Canaries enable prospective gag recipients to speak constantly, before any NSLs issue. This temporal aspect challenges a second of the government’s arguments for its NSL gag authority: that the gags merely prevent speech about information the government itself has provided as part of a covert investigation. In the government’s words, an NSL gag “arises not to suppress a pre-existing desire to speak, but only as a result of government interaction with an NSL recipient.” Based on this assertion, the government claims that recipients have no First Amendment rights to challenge the gag. Canaries expose the alternative view that NSL gags silence communications that predate any interaction with the government.

C. Canaries and the First Amendment Status of Compelled Lies

Finally, warrant canaries raise the specter of a new legal issue: can the government compel a lie? If the government served a canary-publishing company with a secret surveillance order, could it then force the recipient to continue to publish what would have become a false—or zombie—canary? The issue of compelled lies is now live. A Twitter lawsuit against the government seeking the right to publish a canary in the first place, filed on October 7, 2014, is a preliminary step towards resolving the issue.

78. John Doe, Inc. v. Mukasey, 549 F.3d 861, 874 (2d Cir. 2008).
79. Government’s Opening Brief at 35, In re Nat’l Sec. Letter, No. 13-15957 (9th Cir. 2014) (“There is no First Amendment right to disclose information learned through participation in a secret government investigation.”).
Mandating a canary should provoke strict scrutiny. If the government were to force an NSL recipient to publish a false canary, it would do so precisely to further the canary’s expressive purpose (and not in a way incidental to this purpose). Outside the commercial speech context, when the government forces true statements for their expressive purpose, strict scrutiny review applies.82 Hence *a fortiori*, forced lies should trigger the strict scrutiny test of narrow tailoring to a compelling government interest.

Therefore, if technology companies fail in their ongoing challenges to convince courts that NSL gag orders are classic prior restraints, they could turn instead to defending their rights to use canaries. Requiring false canaries probably would trigger strict scrutiny, while NSL gags alone might not. Hence, canaries could establish limits to otherwise permissible gags.

Even if they faced the same level of scrutiny, First Amendment challenges to compelled lies might be stronger than challenges to compelled silence. The optical differences between forced action and inaction may inspire in judges additional antipathy for the former, potentially leading them to engage in a more searching examination of the interests that the government claims are compelling.83

The government may also find it difficult to prove that compelled publication of a false canary is narrowly tailored. In prior negotiations, it has permitted some companies to report the number of surveillance orders they receive in bands of 250.84 Why not allow canary-publishing recipients to do the same? In other words, forcing recipients to issue zombie canaries could fail a narrow tailoring test because there is a less restrictive alternative that the government already employs.85 To be sure, the government might respond that the bulk transparency reporting guidelines do not achieve the government’s compelling interest when those reports would reveal a jump from zero to one surveillance orders. Even so, the narrow tailoring of false canaries would be disputable in ways that NSL gags are not.

---

82. *See, e.g.*, Leslie Gielow Jacobs, *Pledges, Parades, and Mandatory Payments*, 52 Rutgers L. Rev. 123, 183 (1999) (“Where the government acts to manipulate the marketplace of ideas, strict scrutiny applies unless the compelled expression falls into the narrow category of factual disclosures imposed to enhance consumer information . . . .”).


85. *See, e.g.*, Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751, 2759 (2014) (holding that government regulations that impose a substantial burden on religious exercise must be “the least restrictive means of serving a compelling government interest”).
A finding that NSL gags are classic prior restraints would render the false canary issue moot. If courts find the gags to be unconstitutional prior restraints, the government would face a larger constitutional hurdle to impose the gag in the first place than to compel a lie to maintain its efficacy after the fact. If instead the government successfully argues that NSL gags are constitutional prior restraints, then compelled false canaries should likewise be permissible. The gags would have survived the “most serious and the least tolerable” presumption against their legality. False canaries might only raise a lesser challenge. Further, courts sufficiently sympathetic to the NSLs to declare them constitutional prior restraints would then be less likely to restrain them based on a novel compelled lies claim.

V. DISCLOSURE BY DESIGN AND NSL RECIPIENTS WHO WILL SPEAK IN THE FUTURE

Courts, lawyers, and legal scholars have focused thus far on how NSL gag orders affect linguistic communications and predominantly have overlooked a gag’s relationship to alternative means for expression. Alternative methods that NSL recipients could use to disclose receipt of surveillance orders include privacy-protective infrastructure designed to notify users if their data suffers a security breach, or what I call “disclosure by design.” Disclosure by design is similar to a technologically implemented canary; a potential speaker designs a system that would expose the receipt of a covert surveillance order to a target interpretive community.

This Part details existing and hypothetical examples to elucidate the concept of disclosure by design. Whereas transparency reports challenge government claims about who wants to speak, and canaries challenge government claims about who already is speaking, with disclosure by design, speakers establish their intent today about what they will say in the future. To create an effective NSL gag, the government would have to prohibit a systems design ex ante.

87. See, e.g., Letter from Jonathon H. Levy, Att’y, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to Molly C. Dwyer, Clerk of Court, U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit (Nov. 6, 2014), http://cdn.ca9.uscourts.gov/dataset/general/2014/11/12/13-15957%20Letter.pdf [http://perma.cc/6HNK-PHJL] (confirming that NSL gags limit recipients’ ability to engage in public discussion); Brief of NSL Recipients Who Had Challenged Their NSLs as Amici Curiae in Support of Petitioner-Appellant at 11-14, Under Seal v. Holder, Nos. 13-15957, 13-16731 (9th Cir. Apr. 2, 2014) (arguing that NSL gags prevent recipients from lobbying the government for change); Oral Argument, supra note 40, at 30:45 (“And there’s many things that a provider might want to say in addition to the particular number of NSLs they’ve received in an annual period . . . . They may want to say, like, there’s been an increased number, there’s really been an upswing this year.”).
Disclosure by design challenges the efficacy of the government’s current NSL gags and, additionally, government arguments that the gags prohibit merely information the government itself has provided. From a policy perspective, disclosure by design might not only reflect a larger class of would-be-speakers than the government has claimed are suppressed by NSL gags, but could also serve to expand that class.

A. An Introduction to Disclosure by Design

Disclosure by design is an emergent phenomenon. Journalists and activists have already proposed partially automated canary services that would send regular prompts to post a manual message, “No secret orders yet.” Others have suggested a “warrant canary metatag” built into web browsers. Tamper-evident intrusion detection systems might serve a similar function.

For instance, tripwires could notify users if anyone accesses their data. To comply with an NSL order for user information, a communications service provider would have two choices: It could access the data and trip the wire, notifying the user. Alternatively, it first could remove the tripwire entirely and then access the data. The user would not receive notice. However, even in the second instance, a notice control could be established in advance. The user could hire a third party service to request data regularly and test whether the wire trips. If the tripwire fails, then the party could infer compliance with a covert surveillance order. Of course, this system would be only as trustworthy as the communications service provider that runs it. But the same is true of linguistic canaries.

Automated notice systems also directly could reveal secret government data collection. On November 20, 2014, Amnesty International released Detekt, a tool that notifies users if their computers are compromised by known surveillance spyware that some governments have used to target journalists and human rights activists. Similarly, a “trap canary” could identify uniquely content in a pool of user data and lace it with links to a fake URL designed to

88. Cory Doctorow has described such a system: “[T]he service sits there, quietly sending a random number to you at your specified interval, which you sign and send back as a ‘No secret orders yet’ message.” Cory Doctorow, How To Foil NSA Sabotage: Use a Dead Man’s Switch, GUARDIAN, Sept. 9, 2013, http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/sep/09/nsa-sabotage-dead-mans-switch [http://perma.cc/4PDX-5GM7].


collect information from visitors. If a government intelligence analyst tried the link, it would alert the user to the security breach. To be sure, sophisticated government analysts may be hard to “trap,” but any obstacles would raise the cost of enforcing NSL gags.

Nor must disclosure by design be automated fully or highly engineered. It could be possible obliquely to disclose receipt of an NSL through a technological change that carries symbolic meaning for an interpretive community. For instance, a design could communicate the idea—accurately or inaccurately—that a system has no capacity to store information that could be delivered to the government or strips the designer of the power to access information and thus bars its delivery to an investigator. If this communication suddenly disappears, then audiences could interpret it as a dead canary.

For example, on April 16, 2014, Ladar Levison, founder of the pro-privacy email service Lavabit, was held in contempt of court for delaying compliance with a series of government orders for customer records. Those orders came with nondisclosure mandates. Yet just weeks after Levison received the orders, journalists deciphered and published information, if speculative, about their existence.

---


95. As Lavabit’s appellant brief describes, “The government forbade Lavabit from telling anyone that it had compromised its security in this way: not its customers, not its business partners, and not the relevant cryptographic authorities.” Brief of Appellant at 19, In re Grand Jury Proceedings, No. 13-4625, 2013 WL 5574549 (4th Cir.).

The journalists were tipped off when Levison terminated his technological system. In his own words, Levison had engineered and advertised a system that was supposed to be “secure against . . . secret monitoring that the government was proposing to do.”97 After receiving covert government orders for user information, Levison shut down his servers. Then he posted in explanation, “the first amendment [sic] is supposed to guarantee me the freedom to speak out in situations like this. Unfortunately, Congress has passed laws that say otherwise.”98 Observers deciphered the message. “Reading between the lines,” wrote journalist Kevin Poulsen, “it’s reasonable to assume Levison has been fighting either a National Security Letter seeking customer information—which comes by default with a gag order—or a full-blown search or eavesdropping warrant.”99

The information Levison transmitted lacked granularity. Observers could not specify the government surveillance authority under which he received a demand for information.100 Yet however circuitous Levison’s speech—journalist Glenn Greenwald called it “hostage-message-sounding missiles”101—to primed interpretive eyes, Levison’s technological act plus linguistic message communicated receipt of a secret government surveillance order.

Similarly, the founder of the private messenger service Wickr recently said of its design, the “architecture eliminates backdoors; if someone was to come to us with a subpoena, we have nothing to give them.”102 Like Apple’s iPhone 6, if Wickr’s claim were both trustworthy and suddenly withdrawn, users might infer that the government had forced Wickr to breach its own security. In short, users might infer that Wickr had received a covert surveillance order.

Now consider the Wickr scenario again, this time without any linguistic expressions. Wickr need not tell people directly that it had dropped its initial security guarantee. If the design actually does what Wickr claims, it could produce the same effect simply by disclosing its full infrastructure for public au-
dit. Sophisticated audiences could review the technical system and decipher for themselves that “the architecture eliminates backdoors” and collects no information that Wickr could deliver in response to a subpoena. Like transparency reports and canaries, the technical guarantees of a design could be more or less granular and potentially provide user-specific, or even content-specific, security guarantees.

Were the government to force Wickr to breach its own security, Wickr would have to alter its design. The minute the design changes to become less secure, audiences could interpret the adjustment as a dead canary. Wickr need only disclose its before-and-after designs to enable sophisticated audiences to infer compliance from the changed architecture. Unless the government began to require communications service providers to keep their designs secret ex ante, any alteration would tip audiences off that something was amiss.

The above examples show that engineers may be able to design around NSL gags. While the legal consequences and technical feasibility of innovative privacy-protective technologies remain speculative, their development and growing adoption is not.

B. The Disclosure by Design Echo Effect

Disclosure by design produces an echo effect; designers speak today about what they want their systems to say tomorrow. Thus, operative NSL gags would have to bar the creation of innovative infrastructure well in advance of any speech about NSLs. As a result, it would be even more difficult for the government to claim that expressions emanating from an automatic design, planned in the past, are communicating information that the speaker has just learned from the government. Again, the government has argued that the speech suppressed by NSLs deserves less First Amendment protection because this speech concerns only information the speaker acquired from a secret government investigation. Yet, to prevent disclosure by design, the government might have to gag expressions that occur months or even years before the speaker receives an NSL.

When speech and non-expressive conduct intertwine, the government ordinarily may regulate a non-expressive aspect of the conduct. In United States v.

---

103. Note that currently, Wickr does not publically release its source code. See id. ("But Wickr also has a ‘proprietary algorithm,’ secret to everybody except the app developers and some trusted reviewers. Wickr doesn’t have open source code.").


105. Doe v. Mukasey, 549 F.3d 861, 874 (2d Cir. 2008).
O’Brien, the Court held that government regulation of conduct may be permissible despite incidental restrictions on expression “if it furthers an important or substantial governmental interest . . . unrelated to the suppression of free expression.”106 But in the case of disclosure by design, the opposite is true. Were the government to attempt to prohibit technology because it violates an NSL gag order, it would be regulating the conduct precisely in order to suppress its expressive capacity. In this scenario, O’Brien would provide the government with no protection from strict scrutiny review.107

C. Policy and Predictions for Disclosure by Design

Communications service providers, on the whole, may be more likely to adopt disclosure by design infrastructure than to publish granular transparency reports or canaries. If this happens, then disclosure by design not only will reveal the existence of a broad class of speakers who are suppressed by NSL gags, but also will help to produce and expand this class. Once again, such expansion could render infeasible the government’s current Mukasey procedure for issuing NSL gags. Moreover, to embed disclosure into design could raise the cost and consequence of enforcing the gags. Communications built into infrastructure may have a greater chance of flying under the radar altogether. If courts find that NSL gags reach infrastructures of communication, then the gags’ possible interference with innovation and industry could prove politically untenable.

CONCLUSION

This Essay suggests that a critical subject for future debate regarding the government’s NSL gag authority will be extrajudicial solutions that telecommunications providers can adopt unilaterally. The Essay has shown that NSL recipients already are using transparency reports and warrant canaries to reframe the government’s claims about its NSL gag authority. Moreover, and critically, in the long-term the Essay predicts that communications service providers are likely to adopt privacy-protective design capable of notifying users when their data suffer a security breach. It may be only a matter of time before disclosure by design undermines the efficacy of the government’s NSL authority and renders obsolete the legal challenges to NSL gags that are currently underway in the courts.

107. Id. at 376-77.
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